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Abstract
In this study, we numerically investigate the impact perforation of sandwich panels made of 0.8 mm 2024-T3 aluminum
alloy skin sheets and graded polymeric hollow sphere cores with four different gradient profiles. A suitable numerical
model was conducted using the LS-DYNA code, calibrated with an inverse perforation test, instrumented with a
Hopkinson bar, and validated using experimental data from the literature. Moreover, the effects of quasi-static loading,
landing rates, and boundary conditions on the perforation resistance of the studied graded core sandwich panels were
discussed. The simulation results showed that the piercing force–displacement response of the graded core sandwich
panels is affected by the core density gradient profiles. Besides, the energy absorption capability can be effectively
enhanced by modifying the arrangement of the core layers with unclumping boundary conditions in the graded core
sandwich panel, which is rather too hard to achieve with clumping boundary conditions.
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Introduction

Impact behavior (i.e. energy absorption, perforation
resistance) is an important design feature in sandwich
panels, which are used in aeronautic structures.
Sandwich panels are usually made of two thin, stiff face
sheets, often made of aluminum or a composite, and a
thick, low-density core.

The assessment of such components in penetration/
perforation resistance at high impact velocity has been
mainly relied on experimental tests, and over the last
decade a considerable number of numerical models
have also been developed. Two techniques of assess-
ment have been reported in the open literature: (i) the
free-flying penetrator–immobile-target testing scheme1–3

and (ii) the inverse perforation testing technique.4 The
first method is considered to be the most widely used,
and it aims to determine the ballistic limit velocity
curves. The second method aims at a high-quality

force–displacement curve record during the whole per-
foration process, which represents a weak point of the
first technique. Several researchers have reported numer-
ous combined experimental and numerical studies or
only numerical models focusing on understanding the
perforation resistance of sandwich panels/advanced
composites under quasi-static and impact loading.5–11
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One of the most important problems in sandwich
panels is the damage that occurs as a result of the dis-
continuity of the mechanical properties at the boundary
between the face sheets and the core. When these sand-
wiches are exposed to impact loading, for example, the
shear stresses can cause the face sheets to detach from
the core. Over the past few decades, functionally graded
material (FGM) cores have increasingly been used in
sandwich panels because of their ability to reduce ther-
mal and residual stresses induced between the face
sheets and core material in comparison to conventional
sandwich panels.12 Such graded properties arise from
different geometrical parameters, such as the diameter,
width, and wall thickness and they also result from
variable material properties, including the density,
strength, and even material type.13 Currently, different
manufacturing techniques are used to manufacture core
materials with graded properties.14,15

Various numerical and experimental studies have
investigated the impact response of functionally graded
foam sandwich panels. However, there has been no
consensus regarding whether graded core sandwich
panels have better perforation resistance than ungraded
core sandwich panels with equal mass. Some research-
ers have pointed out that graded core sandwich panels
can outperform ungraded ones in terms of the absorp-
tion energy,16,17 although others have found that
graded core sandwich panels may have worse perfora-
tion resistance18–20 or may be even useless under quasi-
static loading.21 In recent years, considerable research
efforts have been made to examine the impact behavior
of functionally graded foam cores with polymeric hol-
low spheres,22,23 metallic hollow spheres,24 and metallic
foams.25 Most of the previous studies have focused on
the introduction of a proprietary gradient that can vary
the general response of FGM structures with certain
optimization of the arrangement of the gradient pro-
files. From a theoretical study’s perspective, some con-
stitutive models have recently been reported in the
literature to model the behavior of layered graded
foams under quasi-static and impact loading, such as
the mesoscopic model;26 shock model;27 elastic, col-
lapse, plastic-hardening, densification constitutive
model;28 and elastic, plastic-hardening, locking
model.29

The aim of this study is to provide insights into the
impact perforation of sandwich panels made of 0.8mm
2024-T3 aluminum alloy skin sheets and graded poly-
meric hollow sphere cores. Four gradient profiles were
taken as a reference: A-4321, B-1234, D-2431, and E-
4123. The four numbers constituting the names of these
profiles signify the sequence of the layer’s density begin-
ning from the top skin. A-4321 (B-1234) signify then
linearity decreasing (increasing) graded hollow spheres
cores. The D-2431 gradient profile is a profile with an
unbalanced V-shape with a few dense ends, whereas the
E-4123 gradient profile has an unbalanced V-shape
with more dense ends.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the problem statement. Section 3
describes the numerical model of the impact perfora-
tion of graded core sandwich panels with the LS-
DYNA code, including finite element modeling, consti-
tutive material modeling of aluminum sheets and
graded cores, and validation of the proposed numerical
approach. The presentation of virtual test results under
perforation loading will be shown in Section 4. In the
last section, the effects of quasi-static loading, loading
rates, and boundary conditions on the perforation
resistance of the studied graded core sandwich panels
are discussed. A comparison of the specific perforation
resistance of these graded core sandwich panels with
other sandwich panel constructions with different cellu-
lar material cores is also provided at the end of the
section.

Problem statement

In this numerical study, sandwich panels with a dia-
meter of 60mm, made of two 0.8mm 2024-T3 alumi-
num alloy skin sheets and a core with polymeric hollow
spheres of 40mm, were used to model the impact per-
foration of sandwich panels with FGMs. Table 1 lists
the basic characteristics of the graded core sandwich
samples. Gradient profiles were obtained by changing
the hollow spheres’ density every 10mm. The density
of the layers was considered to be in the range of 156
to 468kg/m3.

To validate the numerical simulation results, the
density of each layer was chosen to match that of the

Table 1. Basic characteristics of the graded core sandwich samples.

Reference sandwich (kg/m3) Core
density

First layer
density

Second layer
density

Third layer
density

Fourth
layer density

A-4321 (sandwich) 302 468 343 242 156
B-1234 (sandwich) 302 156 242 343 468
D-2431 (sandwich) 302 343 468 242 156
E-4123 (sandwich) 302 468 156 343 242
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sample in the experimental research performed by Zeng
et al.21 In that study, no experimental results were
obtained for the impact perforation of such graded
core sandwich panels with intermediary gradient pro-
files: D-2431 and E-4123. In addition, they only simu-
lated the perforation of the top skin because the used
foam like constitutive model with volumetric strain fail-
ure criteria does not capture accurately the failure
mode.

An inverse perforation technique with Hopkinson
pressure bars was used to study graded core sandwich
panels under impact loading. The sample was shot with
the support of a hollow tube-like bullet against a long
instrumented Hopkinson bar. Circular sandwich sam-
ples were clumped between the open end of the tube-
like bullet and an aluminum-clumping ring, and six
uniformly distributed bolts were slightly tightened to
provide fixture. An impact velocity of 45m/s was used
in all tests. To read about the theory behind such an
experimental setup, please refer to Zhao et al.4

As it is expensive to perform extra experiments and
no detailed local information was available because
of some experimental difficulties, a numerical analysis
was necessary to provide more insights into better
understanding the perforation process of graded core
sandwich panels., see Table 2 for Input material para-
meters for the four polymeric hollow sphere core
layers.

Numerical model of the impact
perforation of graded core sandwich
panels

Finite element modeling

In this study, we developed a numerical model of the
perforation of sandwich panels with graded cores using
the explicit finite element LS-DYNA code. The model
consisted of two aluminum skin sheets and a graded
core, with the core comprising four layers with different
densities. As shown in Figure 1, the model consisted of
nine parts.

Part 1 (perforator) is represented as an elastic type 1
material. Part 9 (aluminum hollow tube-like bullet) and
Part 2 (ring) are modeled as rigid bodies with type 20
material. These rigid parts (bullet and ring) are merged
into a single component using the LS-DYNA keyword
*CONSTRAINED_RIGID_BODIES. The 2024-T3
aluminum sheets are modeled by shell elements with
five integration points in thickness, and the four graded
layers are modeled using brick elements. This model
consists of 421,107 nodes with 393,656 3D elements
(33,536 for the perforator, 360,000 for the four graded
layers, and 120 for the rigid parts) and 12,000 2D ele-
ments for the aluminum skin sheets.

The sandwich panels were modeled with a fine mesh
in the penetration area just under the perforator. Shell
elements with dimensions of 0.467 3 0.467mm were
used for the aluminum skin sheets. Each layer was
modeled using brick elements with dimensions of
0.467 3 0.467 3 0.666mm. All dimensions were cho-
sen on the basis of a trade-off between various mesh
sizes (no significant mesh dependence was observed).
Tie constraints were applied between the top skin and
the first layer (Part 4) and between the bottom skin and
the last layer (Part 7). Contact between the layers was
obtained by merging the nodes between the layers.
Contact between the Split Hopkinson pressure perfora-
tor bar and the sandwich panels was defined using

Table 2. Input material parameters for the four polymeric hollow sphere core layers.

Dimensions
(mm2)

Density
(kg/m3)

Elastic
modulus in
uncompressed
configuration
(MPa)

Yield stress for
uncompressed
configuration
(MPa)

Elastic
modulus for
fully
compacted
material
(GPa)

Yield
stress for
fully
compacted
material
(MPa)

Densification
strain

Tensile
strain
at failure

First layer V40310 468 1900 8 6 60 0.5 0.1
Second layer V40310 343 1500 5.5 6 60 0.7 0.1
Third layer V40310 242 1000 2.95 6 60 0.75 0.1
Four layer V40310 156 500 0.8 6 60 0.8 0.1

Figure 1. Numerical model for the perforation of a graded
core sandwich panel, testing configuration.
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eroding surface-to-surface contact. The contact
between the face skin and the layers after failure was
modeled as eroding single surface contact. A segment-
based contact option was defined to simulate the sand-
wich panel impact, and frictionless contact was
assumed. All the parts in this work were modeled with
a single integration point because reduced integration
elements are considered (a robust choice for nonlinear
analyses to control negative volumes in layers).
However, reduced integration elements often suffer
from hourglass modes. Therefore, a hourglass control
(type 4 control) card was defined to control this non-
physical behavior. All z-translational and z-rotational
degrees of freedom in the no-loading end of the
Hopkinson bar were fixed. Contact ‘‘tied’’ was defined
between the sandwich panel and the two clumping
parts. The velocities of the sample and the bullet were
modeled and input as initial velocity nodes.

Modeling of the aluminum skin sheet

The behavior of the skin sheet was modeled using the
constitutive material model proposed by Lemaitre,30

available in the LS-DYNA code as a type 104 model.
Such an isotropic damage model proposes a relation-
ship between effective stress and damage-accumulated
plastic strain, moderated by an isotropic damage vari-
able. The parameters used for the 2024-T3 aluminum
sheets were identified from the normalized tension tests
by Pattofatto et al.6 The following material data were
used: r=2700 kg/m3, E=70GPa, y =0.3, Y=
364.5MPa, Q1=227.7MPa, Q2=0MPa, C1=3.3798,
C2=0, rD=0.23, S=0.5MPa, and Dc=0.6.

Modeling of the hollow graded core

The four layers with different densities were represented
by a simple material model *MAT_HONEYCOMB,
which has been specifically developed for honeycomb
and foam materials. Such a selection was sparked by
the simplicity of the model and it does account for ero-
sion, which is necessary for modeling failure in such an
impact perforation problem. The polymeric hollow
sphere layers used in this study were considered to be
isotropic; therefore, the input material parameters for
the constitutive model for each layer were the same in
the three orthogonal directions. Curves of normal stress
versus volumetric strain for different density foams
were obtained from the quasi-static compression tests
performed by Zeng et al.23 As it is difficult to obtain
accurate shear testing results for such brittle hollow
spheres, the shear stress versus volumetric strain curve
was just supposed to satisfy the Tresca criterion at any
volume strain level. Fracture of the cell of the hollow
sphere layers was achieved by setting a tensile failure

strain. Table 2 lists the constitutive properties of the
four-layer core.

Validation of the numerical simulation

Using the aforementioned constitutive models, a simula-
tion of a piercing test of sandwich panels with A-4321
and B-1234 gradient profiles at 45m/s was performed
first to validate the numerical approach with the experi-
mental results obtained by Zeng et al.21 The simulation
results were compared with the experimental data in
terms of the piercing force–displacement response. The
piercing force was obtained using the database nodal
force group. All nodes on the piercing end were incorpo-
rated in the group nodes, which can be compared with
the piercing force recorded using the strain gauge cemen-
ted on the split Hopkinson pressure bar. Figure 2(a)
compares the curves of the impact force versus displace-
ment obtained from both the experiment and simulation
for graded core sandwich panels with a decreasing gradi-
ent profile (A-4321). It can be seen that the trends of
simulated force–displacement responses agree well with
the experimental results. The numerical model predicts
the peak forces for the perforation of the top and bottom
skins with a high degree of accuracy in comparison to
the measured piercing forces. However, as illustrated in
Figure 2(b), a discrepancy of the simulated piercing force
versus displacement curve of graded core sandwich
panels with an increasing gradient profile (B-1234) with
the experimental results was observed. It can be observed
that the numerical model does not capture all of the
main features of the experiments.

Moreover, in the numerical results, it can also be seen
that the two typical piercing peaks forces correspon-
dence to the perforation of the top and bottom skin
sheets separated by a long increase piercing forces phase
corresponding to the perforation of gradient layers.
However, in the experimental results,21 the top skin sheet
was not pierced before a displacement of 30mm. This
discrepancy is probably due to the difference between
the experimental and numerical boundary conditions.
Indeed, the contact between the ring and the top skin
was constrained in the numerical model. Consequently,
the contact surfaces cannot detach between them during
the perforation loading and make the virtual test config-
uration performed with clumping boundary conditions.
Nevertheless, in the experimental setup, the sample was
sandwiched between the ring and the projectile by six
uniformly distributed, slightly tightened bolts. Such con-
tact between the ring and the top skin may detach during
perforation loading in particular if the weak layer is
placed in contact with the top skin. Hence, it was not
possible to reach clumping boundary conditions in the
experimental test configuration, causing the top skin to
fold and never become perforated.
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From a purely numerical viewpoint, the hourglass
energy arising from the use of reduced integration ele-
ments and the sliding energy due to the contact condi-
tion should be checked. In general, the hourglass
energy should not be less than 10% of the internal
energy, and the sliding energy should be positive.31

Figure 3 shows the energy balance of this virtual test of
graded core sandwich panels with a decreasing gradient
profile. The results indicate that the energy balance is
reliable. According to the results outlined above, we
believe that the predictability of the proposed numeri-
cal approach is reliable in general.

Results

Impact perforation results

All the force–displacement curves of all graded core
sandwich panels are shown in Figure 4. It was found
that the force–displacement response is affected by the
core density gradient. More specifically, A-4321 has the
highest incident piercing top skin peak force, followed

by E-4123, D-2431, and B-1234, when comparing the
peak force for the perforation of the top skin sheet. On

Figure 3. Plots of energy balance in the computational model. Graded core sandwich with the gradient profile A-4321 (v = 45 m/s).

Figure 2. Plots of piercing force versus displacement of graded core sandwich panels. Comparison between the simulation and
experimental results.21 Sandwiches with the gradient profiles (a) A-4321 and (b) B-1234.

Figure 4. Plots of simulated piercing force versus
displacement. Comparison between graded core sandwich
panels at an impact velocity of 45 m/s.
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the other hand, the piercing bottom skin peak force,
which is independent of the core density, has the same
peak force value for all graded core sandwich panels,
which is presumed to be the piercing force for single
skin sheets. It can also be seen that both the top and
bottom skins are broken at the same displacement for
all graded core sandwich panels. After the first peak,
the piercing force curves decreased with the increase in
displacement corresponding to the perforation of the
layers. These results indicate that the gradient profiles
significantly affect the piercing force–displacement
curves of graded core layers.

Quasi-static perforation results

It should be noted that the configuration of the quasi-
static simulations was the same as that of the impact
simulation and that the perforator was fixed with the
same boundary conditions. To ensure quasi-static load-
ing, we used the prescribed velocity field suggested by
Hanssen et al.32 The velocity of the projectile was mod-
eled using the keyword *BOUDARY_PRESCRIBED_
MOTION_RIGID, and the velocities of the foam and

all nodes on the interface in contact with the projectile
were modeled using the keyword *BOUNDARY_
PRESCRIBED_MOTION_NODE.

Figure 5(a) and (b) show the results of the perfora-
tion simulations in quasi-static graded core sandwich
panels with increasing and decreasing gradient profiles,
namely, A-4321 and B-1234, respectively. However,
these simulations did not match the main features of
the experiments. The quasi-static simulation piercing
forces of the graded core curves followed the main fea-
ture as in the virtual impact perforation curves. Virtual
quasi-static tests of the intermediary’s gradient profiles
(E-4123 and D-2431) were also performed, and the
results are shown in Figure 5(c) and (d), respectively.
For all traces, an enhancement of the top skin piercing
force on impact perforation was observed in compari-
son to the quasi-static ones. This enhancement is most
probably related to the wave propagation effect inside
the aluminum sheet. The piercing force level of the
graded cores remained constant. Hence, quasi-
static virtual perforation tests underestimate the per-
foration of the bottom skin for all graded core sand-
wich panels.

Figure 5. Plots of quasi-static and impact simulated piercing force versus displacement. Comparison between different graded core
sandwich panels. Sandwiches with the gradient profiles: (a) A-4321, (b) B-1234, (c) E-4123, and (d) D-2431.
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Analysis and discussion

Deformation and failure of the front face sheet

To assess how gradient profiles affect the impact per-
foration behavior of sandwich panels, simulated von
Mises stress contours in the face sheet and the first core
layers of A-4321, B-1234, E-4123, and D-2431 are
plotted in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. These stress
contours were taken at the moment just before failure
in the front sheet. As can be observed, the stress con-
tour was more concentrated around the impact region.
It can also be seen that higher stress is generated in the
front face sheet of A-4123, whereas B-1234 exhibits the
lowest stress levels in the front face sheet. It was also
observed that the stress contour is more concentrated
around the edge of the indenter of the impact region
for E-4123, despite being more concentrated beneath
the indenter of the impact region for A-4321, B-1234,
and D-2431. As illustrated in Figure 7(a), the stress
contours in the graded cores indicate that high stress
was mainly generated in the high-density layer.

Interestingly, the simulation was able to capture the
petal-like failure mode in the experimental test for the
top skin (Figure 8(a)) but could not capture the folding
mode for the bottom skin (Figure 8(b)) in the A-4321

gradient profile. This phenomenon is most probably
due to the morphology of the hollow spheres, which
makes it difficult for the numerical approach to

Figure 6. Contours of simulated effective von Mises stress [GPa] in the face sheets for graded core sandwich panels with different
gradient profiles: (a) A-4321, (b) E-4123, (c) D-2431, and (d) B-1234.

Figure 7. Contours of simulated effective von Mises stress [GPa] in the first layer for graded core sandwich panels with different
gradient profiles: (a) A-4321, (b) E-4123, (c) D-2431, and (d) B-1234.

Figure 8. Breaking failure modes of the face sheets (top (a) and
bottom (b) skins) by simulation and by postmortem observations
for graded core sandwich panels with the gradient profile A-4321
(v = 45 m/s).21

Elnasri and Zhao 7



reproduce the failure feature of the bottom skin. It can
also be seen that the failure modes of the top (Figure
9(a)) and bottom (Figure 9(b)) skin for the B-1234 gra-
dient profile were different between the experimental
and simulation tests because of the difference in the
clumping boundary conditions.

Energy absorption characteristic

The energy required to perforate the graded core sand-
wich panels was calculated by determining the area
under the piercing force–displacement curves. All sand-
wich panels with different layer configurations were

numerically tested under an impact of 803 J. Figure 10
compares the results in terms of the absorbed energy–
displacement response. Importantly, the results show
that graded core sandwich panels with a decreasing gra-
dient profile (A-4321) outperform other core layer con-
figurations in terms of energy absorption. In contrast,
graded core sandwich panels with a linearly increasing
gradient profile exhibit a weak energy absorption
capacity. It can also be seen that the arrangement of
the core layers has a weak influence on the energy
absorption capacity, because the difference between the
highest and the lowest energy absorption values is 5.1 J.
This makes it difficult to enhance the energy capacity
of sandwich panels by modifying the arrangement of
the core layers.

It is very interesting to compare the perforation
resistance of various graded hollow cores with that of
similar sandwich panels based on a single type of core,
such as sandwich panel construction. In this study, four
single-type hollow spheres were taken as a reference:
C1, C2, C3, and C4, with densities of 156, 242, 343,
and 486kg/m3, respectively. Figure 11 shows the pre-
dicted perforation–displacement curves for these four
ungraded sandwich panels. The results show that the
perforation behavior of sandwich panels depends sig-
nificantly on the strength of their core. Table 3 sum-
marizes the peak forces for the perforation of the top
and bottom skins and also shows the corresponding
experimental results obtained by Zeng et al.21 A good
agreement was found between the simulation and
experimental results for the three sandwiches (i.e. C1,
C2, and C3), whereas a discrepancy was observed for
the sandwich panel with a low-density core. Notably,

Figure 9. Breaking failure modes of the face sheets (top (a) and
bottom (b) skins) by simulation and by post mortem observations
for graded core sandwich panels with the gradient profile B-1234
(v = 45 m/s).21

Figure 10. Plots of simulated absorbed energy versus
displacement. Comparison between graded core sandwich
panels with different gradient profiles (v = 45 m/s).

Figure 11. Plots of simulated piercing force versus
displacement for the impact perforation of homogenous core
sandwich panels with different polymeric hollow sphere core
densities (v = 45 m/s).
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the top skin was not perforated in the experimental
impact perforation test but was perforated in the vir-
tual test. This phenomenon occurs most probably due
to the difference between the experimental and numeri-
cal boundary conditions.

It was also interesting to compare the perforation
energy capacity between graded core sandwich panels and
sandwich panels with a single core. Figure 12 shows the
predicted perforation energies and indicates that graded
hollow core sandwich panels outperform sandwiches C1
and C2 and underperform sandwiches C3 and C4.

Effect of the loading rate

This numerical approach allows simulating tests at high
impact velocities. Virtual graded core sandwich tests

were performed at velocities between 20 and 150m/s.
Figure 13 shows piercing force–displacement curves for
different impact velocities. It can be seen that the inci-
dent top skin peak force is slightly decreased, whereas
the piercing force–displacement curves for the layer
cores were slightly increased with increasing impact
velocity.

On the basis of the virtual force–displacement
curves, the energies absorbed by the graded core sand-
wiches in each test are compared in Figure 14. Table 4
summarizes the absorbed energy for each virtual test at
an impact velocity ranging from 20 to 150m/s. The
results also show that the absorbed energy is slightly

Table 3. Comparison of the top and bottom peak forces
between the simulation and experimental results under an
impact velocity of 45 m/s.

Sandwich C1 C2 C3 C4

Core density (kg/m3) 156 242 343 468
The first force peak
force (N)

6326 7830 8910 10350

Simulation data
The force peak
force (N)

– 8072 8978 11249

Experimental data
Error (%) – 22 20.7 27.9
The second peak
force (N)

5870 5480 6140 6330

Simulation data
The second peak force (N) – 6896 6301 6781
Experimental data
Error (%) – 220.5 22.5 26.6

Figure 12. Comparison between the perforation energy and
average density between different core layer arrangements and
different single-type core sandwich panels (v = 45 m/s).

Figure 13. Plots of piercing force versus displacement under
impact loading at various velocities. Sandwich panels with the
gradient profile A-4321.

Figure 14. Plots of absorbed energy versus displacement
under impact loading at various velocities. Sandwich panels with
the gradient profile A-4321.
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enhanced as the impact energy increases. This means
that the effect of the core density gradient on the
response of graded core sandwich panels is not signifi-
cant when the impact energy increases. These results
are consistent with those of Sun et al.19 Such a small
enhancement is most probably due to the small effect
of shock front propagation inside the layers.33

Effect of the boundary conditions

To investigate the effect of the boundary conditions on
the response of such graded core sandwich panels,

impact perforation without integrating a ring in the
numerical approach was performed. For the sake of
clarity, this numerical approach is called simulation
with unclumping boundary conditions, whereas the
first numerical approach is called simulation with
clumping conditions (with a ring). The results are
shown in Figure 15.

It can be seen that the boundary conditions signifi-
cantly affect the overall response of graded core sand-
wich panels. It can also be observed that the weaker
layer in all graded core sandwich panels has been
crushed with the progression of the perforation process
(see Figure 16). This means that this layer plays a
dominant role in such an impact perforation process.
Notably, in all sandwich panel gradient profiles, the
piercing force of the layers was enhanced. The piercing
top skin peak force remained constant for all sandwich
gradient profiles, except for the case of graded core
sandwich panel B-1234. Perforation of the top skin for
this sandwich occurred after the first layer has been
crushed. The deformation that occurred was found to
be concentrated in the first layer, the strength of which
determines whether the top skin will be perforated or

Table 4. Prediction of the energy absorption at various impact
velocities. Sandwich with the gradient profile: A-4321.

Impact velocity (m/s) Energy absorbed (J) Enhancement (%)

20 142.9 –
45 154.1 7.8
100 165.5 15.8
150 179.5 25.61

Figure 15. Plots of impact piercing force versus displacement for all graded core sandwich panels. Effect of boundary conditions.
Sandwiches with the gradient profiles: (a) A-4321, (b) B-1234, (c) E-4123, and (d) D-2431.
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not. This can provide a good explanation for why the
top skin peak force is high in the piercing force–
displacement curve (Figure 15(b)). As illustrated in
Figure 16(b), it can be seen that the top skin starts to
fold concurrently with the compression of the weaker
layer and then finally breaks in the petal-like mode. It
was also observed that the bottom skin piercing peak
force was enhanced for sandwiches with the gradient
profiles A-4321 and D-2431, whereas it remained con-
stant for sandwiches with the gradient profiles B-1234
and E-4123. This phenomenon occurs most probably
as a result of the crushing of the weaker layer, which
increases the strength of the layers and consequently
leads to an increase in the level of the piercing forces.
Such crushing was also well observed in the deforma-
tion map of the graded core sandwich panels with the
gradient profiles A-4321, D-2431, and E-4123 (Figure
16(a), (c) and (d), respectively).

It was also interesting to observe how many of these
structures can gain energy absorption when a fixed
sandwich system is modified from clumping to
unclumping boundary conditions. Figure 17 shows the
energy absorbed versus displacement curves for these
virtual impact perforation tests. An enhancement of
the energy absorbed was observed in comparison to the
results with clumping boundary conditions. Table 5
summarizes the predicted values of absorbed energy for
both numerical approaches. The results indicate that
the best strategy to enhance the energy absorption is to
set un-clumping boundary conditions for the fixed
sandwich system and to place the higher layer in con-
tact with the top skin followed by the weaker layer as a
second layer (i.e. graded sandwich panel with the gradi-
ent profile E-4123). These results suggest that the effect
of the layer arrangement would be significant only if
the boundary conditions of the graded core sandwich
panels were of the un-clumping type.

Virtual quasi-static perforation of graded sandwich
panels with the gradient profiles A-4321 and B-1234
under un-clumping conditions was also performed. The
results are shown in Figure 18(a) and (b), respectively,
along with the results of the corresponding impact per-
foration. For A-4321, the results show two plateau
forces corresponding to the crushing of the weaker
layer first (Layer 1) and then the second layer (Layer
2). The top skin sheet was not pierced before a displa-
cement of 20mm (halfway). After this displacement,
the force–displacement curve follows the same pattern
as that of the corresponding impact perforation curve.
For B-1234, the results show one plateau force corre-
sponding to the crushing of the weaker layer (Layer 1).
The top skin sheet was also not pierced before a displa-
cement of 20mm, and the peak force value was found

Figure 16. Deformation map for all graded core sandwich panels. Simulations under un-clumping boundary conditions (without a
ring). Sandwiches with the gradient profiles: (a) A-4321, (b) B-1234, (c) E-4123, and (d) D-2431.

Figure 17. Plots of absorbed energy versus displacement
under impact loading (v = 45 m/s) for all graded core sandwich
panels under un-clumping boundary conditions (without a ring).
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to be higher than the impact peak value. After this dis-
placement, the force–displacement curve follows the
same pattern as that of the corresponding impact per-
foration curve. However, the breaking of the bottom
skin sheet occurs at a displacement smaller than the
impact perforation one.

From Figure 19, it can be seen that the piercing-
displacement curves for the two gradient profiles are
almost the same. This indicates that the gradient pro-
files have no effect on quasi-static perforation in the
case of samples under un-clumping conditions. These
results are consistent with the experimental results of
Zeng et al.21

Comparison with other sandwich panel constructions

In the next stage of this investigation, the perforation
resistance of various graded and homogenous hollow
sphere core sandwich panels was compared with that of
sandwich samples made of various cellular material
cores (Cymat foam, Alporas foam, nickel hollow
spheres, and 5056 honeycomb), with 0.8mm thick
2024-T3 aluminum sheets as the top and bottom layers.
Table 6 summarizes the properties of these different
cellular material cores used in the sandwich panels.

These sandwiches were tested under impact perforation
of up to 46m/s using the inverse perforation test setup.
Notably, Zhao et al.4 reported a significant enhance-
ment of the top skin peak loads under perforation

Table 5. Prediction of the energy absorption of the graded core sandwich under clumping and un-clumping boundary conditions.

Sandwichs Energy absorbed (J)
clumping conditions

Energy absorbed (J)
unclumping conditions

Enhancement %

A-4321 154.1 250.5 62.5
B-1234 152.1 218.6 43.7
D-2431 151.4 205.2 35.58
E-4123 149.2 264.2 77.1

Figure 18. Plots of impact and quasi-static piercing force versus displacement of graded core sandwich panels with the gradient
profiles: (a) A-4321 and (b) B-1234.

Figure 19. Plots of quasi-static piercing force versus
displacement of graded core sandwich panels with the gradient
profiles A-4321 and B-1234 under un-clumping boundary
conditions.
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loading. This enhancement was attributed to the transi-
ent effect; the damage areas in the skin sheet is larger
under impact loading which causes to a large deflection
at fracturing. It should be noted that the perforation
energies of these sandwich panels were calculated from
the piercing–displacement traces recorded using the
inverse perforation experimental setup. All perforation
energies were calculated at almost the same impact
velocity (43–45m/s), which corresponds to an impact
energy of 800 J. All perforation energies of the various
sandwich panels were normalized by the average core
density to obtain specific perforation values (see
Figure 20). Normalizing the data in this way helped
eliminate the effect of density. The results showed that
the sandwich panel with a honeycomb core outper-
formed all the other sandwich panels, followed by the
sandwich panel with a nickel hollow sphere core, that

with an aluminum Cymat core, and finally that with an
aluminum Alporas foam core. However, sandwich
panels with homogenous and graded polymeric hollow
cores were found to be inferior to those with an
Alporas foam core in terms of the specific energy capac-
ity. The Figure 20 also indicates that the difference in
specific perforation energy is not large between sand-
wich panels with homogenous polymeric hollow sphere
and graded hollow sphere cores and between sandwich
panels with Alporas and Cymat foam cores. It can also
be seen that a large amount of energy was absorbed at
a later phase during the perforation process for sand-
wich panels with honeycomb and nickel hollow sphere
cores. This phenomenon occurs most probably as a
result of the difference between the modes of failure of
the perforation of the bottom skin. Indeed, the mode of
failure of the bottom skin in these sandwich panels is

Table 6. Cellular core configurations of the sandwich panels investigated in this study.

Code Diameter/
length (mm2)

Cellular core Core density
(kg/m3)

Average sandwich
mass (g)

C1 60340 Ungraded Polymeric hollow spheres 156 38.75
C2 60340 Ungraded Polymeric hollow spheres 242 50.1
C3 60340 Ungraded Polymeric hollow spheres 343 56.42
C4 60340 Ungraded Polymeric hollow spheres 468 69.37
A-4321 60340 Graded polymeric hollow spheres 302 53.53
B-1234 60340 Graded polymeric hollow spheres 302 53.53
D-2431 60340 Graded polymeric hollow spheres 302 53.53
E-4123 60340 Graded polymeric hollow spheres 302 53.53
NHS 60340 Nickel hollow spheres34 185 36.9
AF 60340 Alporas foam34 230 41.34
CF 60340 Cymat foam4 235 43.7
HC 60333 5056 Honeycomb34 38 20.3

Figure 20. Evaluation of the energy absorption capacity of graded and ungraded core sandwich panels with cellular cores
(polymeric graded and ungraded hollow spheres, nickel hollow spheres, Alporas and Cymat foams, and 5056 honeycomb)
normalized by the average core density to yield specific perforation values.
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the folding process, which it absorbs more energy in
comparison to the petal-like failure mode that occurs in
other sandwich panels.

Conclusion

In this work, we numerically studied the impact per-
foration response of sandwich panels made of alumi-
num skins and graded polymeric hollow sphere cores.
In total, four gradient profiles were taken as a reference
in this study: A-4321, B-1234, D-2431, and E-4123. A
suitable numerical model was conducted using the LS-
DYNA code, calibrated using an inverse perforation
test, instrumented with a pressure bar, and validated
using experimental results reported in the literature.

The piercing force–displacement response, energy
absorption, perforation resistance, and failure charac-
teristics of these graded core sandwich panels were ana-
lyzed in detail. In addition, the effects of quasi-static
and impact loading as well as the boundary conditions
were studied. From the results and discussion, the fol-
lowing conclusions can be drawn:

(a) The numerical approach predicts with a high
degree of accuracy the impact piercing force–
displacement traces in the experimental test of
graded core sandwich panels with decreasing
gradient profiles (A-4321), whereas it fails to
predict those of graded core sandwich panels
with increasing gradient profiles (B-1234). The
main reason for this is the difference in the
boundary conditions between the numerical
approach and the experimental test.

(b) The piercing force–displacement response of
graded core sandwich panels is affected by the
core density gradient profile. Graded core
sandwich panels with decreasing gradient pro-
files (A-4321) have a strong top skin peak pier-
cing force, whereas graded core sandwich
panels with increasing gradient profiles (B-
1234) have a weaker one.

(c) The absorbed energy of graded core sandwich
panels is enhanced only under low-velocity per-
foration conditions (\45m/s).

(d) The energy absorption capability of graded
core sandwich panels can be effectively
enhanced by modifying the arrangement of the
core layers, but only under unclumping bound-
ary conditions, which is hard to achieve with
clumping boundary conditions. Sandwiches
with an unbalanced V-shaped density profile
with a gradient profile with more dense ends
(E-4123) outperform other gradient profile
configurations in terms of energy absorption,
whereas sandwiches with an unbalanced

V-shape with a gradient profile with fewer
dense ends (D-2431) exhibit the worst
performance.

(e) The numerical approach developed here can
capture the petal-like failure mode in the
experimental test for the top skin, but it cannot
capture the folding mode in the experimental
test for the bottom skin.

(f) Gradient profiles have no effect on quasi-static
perforation in the case of samples under un-
clumping conditions.

(g) A comparison of the specific perforation resis-
tance of graded core sandwich panels with
other sandwich panel constructions with differ-
ent cellular material cores, such as nickel hol-
low spheres, Alporas and Cymat foam, and
5056 honeycomb, was provided.
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